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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
Not every turning has to be round.  If you are a wood turner looking for something different and unusual, the 
world of off-axis or ‘twisted’ turning provides unique opportunities to create non-round objects on a lathe.  Add to 
that the challenge of integrating segmented designs, and you have the potential to create truly unique non-round 
designs in wood.  This class will introduce students to 3-point off-axis turning and then will develop the full 
process for designing and fabricating twisted segmented designs.  The 3-point off-axis technique only focuses on 
one aspect of off-axis turning, namely using three equally spaced pivot points on each end of the turned object 
and three intersecting turning axes.   You can achieve some very unique spiral shapes using this 3-point, off-axis 
technique. The class will begin with an emphasis on developing multi-axis turning skills, often known as ‘turning 
air’.  Once a level of skill has been developed on this topic, the class will focus on designing segmented turnings 
to integrate twisted shapes.  Graph paper and spreadsheet design methods will be discussed.  The remainder of 
the class will focus on segmented turning instruction and design alignment approaches to capture the twisted 
shapes.   At completion students will have created a unique twisted, segmented vase or bowl.  Intermediate to 
advanced turning skills are recommended. 
  
MATERIALS LIST 
 

! Roughing gouge, ¾ inch width (bring your favorite one or use the ones available at Arrowmont) 
! 4-prong 5/8-inch drive center (#2 MT) with spring loaded center pin - available from 

woodturnerscatalog.com (Part# 9794730001) and woodcraft.com (Part # 8032-5023).  Note: Instructor 
will purchase these in advance and then sell them to students at cost.  Items not sold will be donated to 
Arrowmont woodshop 

! Center punch (spring loaded is advised) – available at Harbor Freight 
! Protractor (for measuring angles) 
! *Compass (for drawing circles) 
! Putty knife (1 inch wide), plastic is OK 
! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 
! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to from Library computers) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $30.00-$50.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

703-300-3079 
brian@horais.com 
www.horais.com 

 


